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Bordeaux is the hottest European crty destinat/on th s yeàr.
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BY LINDA WATKINS

There is an aura of growing confidence about
B.rrdeau\. The citll which straddles a crescent
:hÀped bend in the Garonne river, has nunured
i:i historic center and the so-called Port of the
\l!En to the status of Unesco Heritage Site. tt is
L\rliing to consolidate its position as the world's
\rine capitâl \ith the opening next yeâr of the
birious Cité des Civilisations du Vin cross-

-rirural center.
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In an inventive repertoire, his complex Évioli
dishes stând out. Gaël Morand will suggest wine
pairings from his eclectic selection of small, often
organic, French and overseas producers.

Former négociânt (wine merchan0 Patrick
Herreyre has a novel proposition for his Nama
'wine restaurant' (namawinerestaurant.com):
charge an entrance fee and then offer fine wine

and cuisine at reduced prices. Tapas include
$âg}'u charcuterie. while rhe dinner menu is
regional with Japanese influences, for example
foie gras rvith luzu conlit. A regularly-rotated
$'ine list features exclusive wines by the glass.
For the best Chinese food, it's worth tracking
do\\ n Au Bonheur du Palâls (abdp.free.fr) - a

The salon and library of La crande Maison
L€randemaison-bordeaux.com), an exclusive
.ir room hotel, house a restaurant by Joêl

fa\orite of Parisian chef Thierry Marx, no less.

Robuchon. holder of the world's most Michelin
:lrÀ. \'hose haute cuisine does justice to a cellar
t[asting 259 Bordeaux grands crus classés.

Tomm-v Shan advises on menu and winechoices

(and explains the Chinese poetry adorning
the \ralls). while brother Andy wields the wok.

On the chic Allées du Tourny since 1894,

:lle quietly

sophisticated Dubern (dubern.fr)
is enio\ ing something of a revival. Scottish chef
Ihniel callacher (formerly at Spoon) adds a
FÈrional nvist to French classics and excels at
n:h and seaJood dishes such as a creamy squid
dbonara. Add in a well-structured wine list and
ir -i a recipe

for success.

Iâ Itrpiia

(latupina"com), which means
th€ Ëuldron' in Basque), is a Bordeaux institution
n a dilïerent mold. Otvner Jean-Piene Xiradakis
frides himself on preserving southwest culinary

traditions, and here you feast on robust domestic
classics. Staples such as melt-in-the mouth lamb

shank, accompanied

by excellent wines.
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The flavorfui food is Cantonese and Sichuan;
order sesame chicken to balance fiery dishes
heightened witl. spices sourced in China"

served in an auberge-style setting

In contrast one ofthe hottest bistronomique
tickets for lunch is Garopapilles (garopapilles,
com), a wine shop cum restaurant $ith a

soothing Scandinavian meets industrial décor
and a herblined counyard. Leare all the menu

decisions

to the amiable

Tângu! lâ\'iale.

formerlv the Drivate chef at Château Haut Bailh.
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